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HOW A COMMEnt fROM tHE LAtE EMMAnUEL COOpER
LED DaviD Stoll tO COMpOSE MUSIC fOR pOtS.

the first idea for Spaces in a Space came from a remark
made to me by Emmanuel Cooper (1938-2012) in
October 2003 at a private showing of his work. He said,
only half-seriously, ‘You should write a piece of music to
go with an exhibition of pots.’
I had known Emmanuel for about fifteen years. We
both used to visit and work at the same artists’ retreat in
Surrey: Emmanuel when he was writing books or
articles, I when needing quiet to concentrate on largerscale concert works. We often met there and talked
about common interests. I visited several of his
exhibitions, though I’m not sure how many of my
concerts he attended – perhaps only one.
Anyway, Emmanuel’s wry suggestion stayed with
me, and when I embarked upon writing my fourth string
quartet I decided to take up the idea. At first I thought
to write an ambient piece for an exhibition space,
accompanying the experience of viewing the pots. But gradually more
formal musical considerations seemed necessary, as I wanted the piece to
stand as a concert work in its own right.
from then on I became interested – as so often in my chamber music
writing – in combining the purely musical and the programmatic in a
way honest to both. I started to reflect on the overall story of the ceramics
and decided on a structure that begins with the clay on the wheel
(Movement I), follows through the firing in the kiln (Movement II), and only
then explores the exhibition of the finished pots (Movement III).
As it turned out, the musical forms grew organically once I had
decided on this structure. And writing the work opened up to me the
close relationship between the different parts of the potting process: in
particular the elements of earth, water, fire, air, and space, and the
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defining role of the wheel throughout. In fact the musical material is very
highly integrated, almost all deriving from one musical idea, the sound
of the early morning bells from the church next to the hotel in Venice
where I was staying in April 2004. (this serendipitous choice of central
motif delighted Emmanuel when I told him about it, and he spoke of the
relationship between bells and pots. A gallery director also reported to
me later that Emmanuel liked to test pots by ‘ringing’ them.)
Because of other work the piece took a long time to complete. It was
finished at the start of April 2005. During the year, however, I thought
about this music constantly and explored the ideas in various ways,
including visiting and watching Emmanuel in his workshop and even
attending a class in throwing a pot myself in order to have the personal
experience of the feel of the clay as it comes to life.
the first movement presents the clay on the wheel, gradually being
pressed and teased into shape and, at the right magical moment, being
raised to its full stature. the movement ends with a very abstract
expression of the finished pot.
the second movement, a scherzo that follows on immediately, takes
place in the heat of the furnace where the different musical motifs are
drawn together and fixed. the slow central trio is an expression of the
pot as it will be, in embryo, or ideal form as it were.
the third movement presents the pots one by one, a family of related
but subtly different objects, first as simple earthenware and then glazed
and coloured. Gradually the attention is drawn to the spaces inside each
pot, and between the different pots. the quartet ends with this space.
the piece was commissioned by the Bingham String Quartet with
funding from the performing Right Society foundation, the Ralph
Vaughan Williams trust, and the Britten-pears foundation. further
support for the premiere at the Leytonstone festival (on 13 July 2005) was
given by the Waltham forest Arts Council, and a related education
project was supported by the Sheena Booth Music trust. Emmanuel and I
twice lectured together on the project, and on what we had discovered
in discussion about our different ways of work.
Emmanuel heard the piece played live at least three times, and
always wanted there to be a CD available. Sadly he died shortly before
my publisher, novello and Co, arranged for a studio recording, by the
Bingham String Quartet, which we were then able to release as a
special edition CD for the recent touring retrospective exhibition of
Emmanuel’s work.
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